
TellUs & MinimUs



Thank you for choosen Entreq
Every home has a range of products that cause interference & pollutants to enter the mains supply. 
These products can range from a simple fluorescent light, heating control or even the humble 
domestic appliance’s, scattered around your home.

Many modern home appliances use switching power supplies, these are particularly bad for polluting 
the mains with high frequency interference. This interference, from a music lover’s perspective, can 
litter the ground/earth plane with noise & also create strong, stray magnetic fields. This in turn can 
severely affect the sound quality of the music lover’s system/setup.

An inherent problem with three phase electrical systems is the level of “stray currents” which are 
invariably present. Excess power or energy is returned to the ground or earth point, where it is joined 
to the earth in the fuse box or / and additionally to the protective ground, also found in the water pipe 
system of your home.

Based on the well understood basic philosophy that vibrational energy, magnetic fields and electronic 
interference negatively effect’s audio equipment, Entreq have for many years been developing 
products to combat these fundamental issue’s. Entreq’s unique & novel solution involved creating 
an additional layer of grounding & earthing for the music system the “Minimus & Tellus” as well as a 
passive line filter “Cleanus” and a distribution box “ PowerUs”.

At Entreq we realized that individual grounding of equipment is vital to the musical performance. 
The variances in the ground plane will differ from system to system, so to control these, we had to 
develop an absolutely clean & constant ground point for all our own signal cables (Minimus & Tellus). 
We therefore include independent grounding points on all of our signal cables, BUT IN ADDITION, 
we also have an independent range of Accessories - connections for non-Entreq cable users to 
experience the incredible difference. Simply connect one of these solutions to the heart of your 
system (Pre-amp) and connect to a Minimus or Tellus & you will hear a significant improvement in 
your music replay. Each additional Ertha point will further enhance the performance. Please speak 
to your ourselves, your local distributor or retailer to further advise you regarding maximizing your 
systems performance using Entreq products.

Protective ground/earth should never be disconnected! Tellus/Minimus should be seen as an 
additional ground/earth and its effect depends on the quality of the users ground floor. Tellus & 
Minimus should be sited away from your other equipment to maximize their performance. 

We strongly recommend our various better quality dedicated ground cables. We hope you will have 
many wonderful musical experiences with our products.

Per-Olof Friberg 
CEO, Entreq 





PowerUsCleanUs

Cleanus works as a separator and eliminator of high current frequencies. Cleanus should be connected 
to the wall socket or to Powerus. For even better performance connect Cleanus to a Tellus with an 
Ertha cable.

Accessories from Entreq

Ertha RCA Ertha Copper Ertha Silver

We supply a basic copper cable with our products but you will find significant leaps in performance 
when using our better quality cables.

Accessories from Entreq
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